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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this paper we prove a theorem on absolute Riesz summability of 
Fourier series which incorporates a result of Bosanquet [l] and certain other 
known results in this direction. Our theorem not only includes a theorem of 
Matsumoto [8], but the proof given here is somewhat shorter too. It also 
extends and/or generalizes ome other results due to Mohanty and Misra [9], 
Nayak [lo], Chandra [3] and Dikshit [5]. The paper is a continuation of 
another work by the authors (see [6]). 
1.1. A series 2 u,, is said to be absolutely summable by the Riesz 
method of “type” exp((log w)~+‘) and “order” r, r > 0, and written 
if 
e(o) E exp((log o)4 + I), 
i 
co e’(o) 
1 1 {e(w) - e(n>}r-l e(n) u, / do < co, 
A e’+‘W n<w 
where A is some positive constant. 
In the case j?== 0, the method ]R, exp((log w)~+‘), r/ is known to be 
equivalent o the Ceslro method ( C, r 1. 
1.2. Letf E L(-YZ, n) and be a function with period 2n, and let 
f(x) - fa, + g (a,, cos nx + b, sin nx) = f A,(x). 
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Throughout the paper we shall use the following notations: 
$(t> = t u-(x + 0 + J-(x - t) } - 4 for suitably chosen 1= l(x), 
#,(t) = r(a + 1) t-“@,(t), a > 0, 
e(w) = exp((log w)~+‘), P 2 0, 
Z(w, s) = 1 {e(w) - e(n)}Y-i e(n) n’(log n)‘, 
n<OJ 
((w, t, s) = x {e(w) - e(n)}Y-’ e(n) n”(log n)” cos(nt + S), 
n<LLl 
S(w, 1, p, r) = y- (w - n)l no cos(nt + S), 
ll<OJ 
with 0 independent of n, 
g(n, t) =1X (u - t)h-a cos(nu - thn) du, h = [al, f 
ff(n, t, v) = {Qa + I)}-’ In u”(log(k/u))-q $ g(n, u) du, 
t 
Q(w, s) = {e(w) - e(m))‘-’ e(m) m”(log m)‘, where m is an integer 
suchthatO<w-m< 1, 
P(0) = e(u) fi-‘(log co)‘. 
Unless otherwise specified, in what follows we use C to denote CzL2 and 
also cn < w to denote CFZ2. Empty sums are interpreted as zero. k stands for 
a suitable constant greater than 7~. K, K,, K,,... denote absolute constants 
possibly different at different occurrences. We also note that for p > 0, the 
functions e(w), P(w) and their derivatives are ultimately monotone 
increasing, say, in [A, a~). 
2. THEOREM AND COMMENTS 
2.1. We establish the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let a, /I and y be real numbers such that y > a > 0 and 
p > 0. We take real numbers 6 and q such that 6 < v - a/I, unless ,l3 = 0 and 
q # 0, in which case 6 < g. Then 
#,(t)(log(k/t))v E BV(0, n) * x A,(x)(log n)” E I& exp{(log w)“’ I, y/. 
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2.2. Remarks. (i) In a recent paper [6] some results analogous to the 
above theorem but with a = 0 have been discussed. The present heorem may 
be taken to be an extension of the Theorem 1 in [6]. 
(ii) The case p = 0 and 6 = q = 0 gives the result of Bosanquet [ 1 ] on 
absolute Cesiro summability. 
(iii) A proof for the case 6 = 0 and q = a/?, p > 0, has been given by 
Matsumoto [8]. 
(iv) The case 0 < a < 1, q = 0 and 6 = -c@ of the theorem has 
recently been given by Dikshit [5]. Also specialising 6 = -1, q = 0 and 
/3 = l/a in the theorem, we get an extension as well as a generalization of a 
result due to Mohanty and Misra [9]. Their theorem is the case 0 < (r < 1, 
with y = 1 of this specialisation. 
(v) The case q = -1, 6 = -1 -p/2 and 0 < a < f substantially 
improves upon the following theorem due to Nayak: 
THEOREM A [IO, Theorem 51. If W)/(log(k/t)) E B f’(O, ~1 then 
c A,(x)(log n)-1-4’2 E IR, exp(log w)~“, l]. 
Chandra [3] has shown that the “order” 1 in the summability method 
1 R, e(w), 11 could be replaced by a smaller number. In view of the preceding 
remarks we see that Chandra’s result also stands extended like that of 
Nayak. 
(vi) The theorem may also be viewed as an extension of a result due 
to Ray [ 11, Theorem 21. 
(vii) The function d(t) = (log(2n/]tl))-‘l, 0 < t < 71, suggests that in the 
case /I = 0, q # 0, “6 < v” may not, in general, be replaced by “a ,< @’ 
(see Fl). 
3. PROOFS OF LEMMAS 
We shall make use of the results contained in the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1 (41. Let p be a positive integer. Then for r = p, or r = p - 1, 
O<t,<7~ando>k/t 
S(0, t,p, r) = O(wpt-‘-‘), as w --, 00. 
A function b(x) is called slowly varying if, given any 6 > 0, there is an x,, 
such that if x > x0 then b(x) is positive, x’b(x) is increasing, and x-‘b(x) is 
decreasing (see [ 12, p. 1861). 
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LEMMA 2. Let 0 < c < 2, and b(x) be a function of bounded variation in 
every interval (E, z), slowly varying as x -+ O+. Then 
71 n 1 
-z-o i 
t-‘b(t) sin nt dt ‘Y nc-‘b(l/n)Ql -c) cos-zc. 
2 
This result is given in [ 12, Chap. V, Theorem 2.241. There it is stated only 
for 0 < c < 1. However, on examining the proof it is easily seen that the 
result continues to hold for 0 < c < 2 (cf. lot. cit. Theorem 2.6, page 187, 
and the remarks on page 188, following the proof of this theorem). In the 
case c = 1, the factor “Ql - c) cos fnc” must be replaced by its limit $r as 
C’ 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let p be a real number, a > 0 and h = [a]. 
I 
1 
0 
~“~‘(1 -x)~-~ dxlr (log(k/xu))P cos nu du = O(n-‘(log n)P-l). 
ProoJ: Let 
I 
1 
a, = 
0 
xapl( 1 - x)~-~ dx j: (log(k/xu))p cos nu du. 
Integrating the inner integral by parts and then inverting the order of 
integrations we get 
where 
a, = :I” b(u, p) u-‘ sin nu du, 
0 
b(u, p) =j; xn-’ (1 - x)*-“(log(k/xu))“-’ dx. 
We verify that for each fixed p, b(u, p) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2. 
By the dominated convergence theorem we note that 
i 
I 
0 
x”-‘(1 -x)“-“{(log(k/xu))/log(k/u)}p-’ dx+jdx”-l(l -x)~-~ dx 
as u-O+. Thus as u-O+ 
b(u, p) - K(log(k/u))P-‘. 
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It is again easy to see that b(u, p) E BV(.s, 7c), E > 0. So it remains only to 
show that b(u, p) is slowly varying. Since 
$ (zPb(u, p)) = u---l (-db(u, PI - (P - 1) w4 P - I)), 
this follows from the estimates of b obtained above. Hence by Lemma 2, 
a, = 0(n-‘(log n)p-‘). 
LEMMA 4. Let p, y, 6 and s be real numbers such that /I > 0, y > 0 and 
s>[y]-1. Thenasw+cO, 
(i) for 0 < y< 1, 
and 
Z(w, s) = o(d+ ’ (log o)‘-~ e’(w)> + Q(w, s); 
(ii) fir y > 1, 
Z(w, s) = O(d+ ‘(log 0~)‘~~ e’(w)). 
Proof: Let N be an integer such that e(x) x’(log x)” ] in [N, co). Then 
Z(w, s) = ( )J f 
n<N N<Pl<U 
) (e(w) -e(n)}‘-’ e(n) ns(log n)” 
<Key-‘(w) + JJ {e(w) - e(n)}‘-’ e(n) n”(log n)” 
N<n<w 
= Key-‘(w) + Z,(o, s), say. (1) 
Now, when 0 < y < 1, we have 
({e(o) - e(x)}Y-l e(x) x”(log x)” dx) + Q(w, s) 
< Kl~(112)(s+ “(log(+))’ e(fi){e(w) - e(j/G)}Y-’ 
+ K,wS+‘(log 0) a-4 e’(w) + Q(w s) 
< Ko”+‘(log w)‘-~ e’(o) + Q(o, s). (2) 
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For y > 1, by Stieltjes integrals we get 
z,(w, S) = -ji ( C 
N<n<x 
e(n) n”(log n)“) $ {e(w) -4x)1’-’ dx 
< K 
!’ 
L {e(u) - e(x)}Y-l e(x) xS(log x)” dx 
< Ku’+ ‘(log o)‘-~ e’(o). (3) 
The lemma follows now from (l), (2) and (3). 
LEMMA 5. Let /3 > 0, > y 0 and s be an integer and let 6 and 0 be real 
numbers. Also let 0 < t < 71 and w > (k/t) + 2. Then 
(i) for 0 < y< 1 and s > -1, 
I <(co, t, s)l < Kr-%CY(log cO)Oy e’(o) 
X {custl(log u)spO + (w - k/t)“+‘(log(o - k/t))Sp4} 
+ ecw s); (4) 
and 
(ii) for y > 1 and y > s > 0, with h = [y] ( y, 
I&w, t, s)I < K, tC-*Cc,-‘(log c0)6+4(S+ ‘) e’(o) 
+ K,t-YOJ s+l-Y(log 0) S-t4(YF-l) eY(W), 
l&w, t, h)J <K, tmh-‘(log CUL))‘+~~ e’(w) 
+ K,t-Y&+‘-Y(log u)~+~(Y-‘) e’(w). 
when 0 < s < h, 
(5) 
The case (i) is worked out in [5] with 6 = -a/3, also cf. [6, Lemma 21. The 
general case is done the same way. 
Proof of Lemma S(ii). We consider first the case 0 < s < h - 1. Here 
{(co, t, s) =jy {e(u) - e(x)}Y-l P(x) d,S(x, t, s + 1,0) 
= - 
I 
w S(x, t, s + 1,0) g ({e(u) - e(x)}Yp’ P(x)) dx 
2 
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1 w as 
=-z-(s+l) * ax iii 
qx, t, s + 1, s) 
X g ({e(u) - e(x)}Y-’ P(x)) dx 
= O(eY-l(o)) + 0 (!,y (f-j’ S(x, t, s + 1, s) 
X g ({e(u) - e(~)}~-’ P(x)) dx). 
After s successive integrations by parts we get 
4w, 4 s) = W-‘(w)) + wqu, t, s)), (6) 
where 
J(w, t, s) =JW S(x, t, s + 1, s) gj 
St1 
({e(u) - e(x))Y-’ P(x)) dx 
A 
= I^ o S(X, t, s + I, s)P+')(x){e(w) - e(x>}y-' dx A 
S(x, t, s + 1, s) P(‘)(x) 
stl-r 
{e(u) - e(x)}Y-’ dx 
s 
= J,(o, f, s> + c J&J, t, s), 
i-=0 
say. (7) 
After succesive applications of the second mean value theorem for integrals 
we get 
wll 
J,(o, t, s) = 0 eye ‘(co) PCs+ ‘)(coo) sup 1 S(x, t, s + 1, s) dx A<A,<w,<w A,, 
= O{eY-‘(w) P(s+‘)(wo) 
A,,;:!,,,, @ + “-’ 
x [S(o,,t,s+ l,s+ l)-S(A,,t,s+ l,s+ l)]} 
= O(t-S-20-‘(log CO)~+~(~+‘) eY(W)), by Lemma 1. (8) 
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Note that J2,r is a linear combination of integrals of the type 
L,,, = 
I 
w S(x, t, s + 1, s) P(x){e(w) - e(x)}Y-l-q 
A 
X (e(‘)(x)}~I . . . {e(s+l-r)(x)}~,+l-,d, 
where ,u~‘s are non-negative integers such that 
.7+1-r s+l-r 
2 ,uu,=q<s+l-r and 2 v,u,=s+ 1-r. 
u=l v=l 
Consider first the case when 1 < q < s + 1 - r, that is, q # s + 1 - r. Then 
proceeding as we did for J,, we get 
L,,, = O(t-“-*w-‘(log o)‘q eY(W)), where 6+p--r<c,<8+/?(s+ l), 
= O(1-“-2cc,-1(log w)~+~(~+‘) e’(o)). (9) 
Next,whenq=s+1-r,notethat~u,=s+1-rand~2=O=~u,=~~~= 
P ,+,_,.Incase(i)r~l,or(ii)r=Oandeithers+2<yors+l=y=h, 
we arrive at the result as in (9). Finally, when r = 0 and s + 1 < y < s + 2 
then q = s + 1 and writing w* = o - k/t, 
Then 
Ls+l,o= (.i:‘+jl*) S(x,c,s+ l,s)P(x) 
X {e(u) - e(x)}Y-2-s{e(1)(x)}s+1 dx 
=L*+L**, say. 
L* = O(f-s-2(~*)s+1 P(w*){e(l)(w*)}S+l 
X {e(u) - e(o*)}y-2-S) 3 just as for J,, 
= O(t-Y~S+‘-y(log w)~(Y-~)+~ e’(o)); (10) 
L*” = 0 t-S-1 
( I 
I* x”“P(x)(e(w) - e(x)}Y-2-s{e(1)(x)}S+1 dx) 
= O(t-s-lws+lP(w){e’l’(o)}S{e(w) - e(o*)}YpS-‘) 
= O(t-Y~S+l-Y(log ~)~(y-~)+~ eY(w)). (11) 
Estimates in (5) now follow from the results (6t(ll) for s < h - 1. For 
the case s = h, we replace P(x) by P*(x) = xP(x), and replace s + 1 by h, in 
the above proof and obtain the required estimates. 
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LEMMA 6. Let 6 be a real number, h an integer, y > h > 0 and /3 any 
positive number however large. Then the alternating series 
2 (-1)” n”-‘(log n)’ E II?, exp((log o)4+1), yl. 
Proof: The series 2 (-1)” nh-‘(log n)” E II?, e(u), y], if, and only if, 
T= 
i m @fyt~~ 1 c {e(u) - e(n)}‘-’ e(n) nh-‘(log n)” cos rut 1 dw ( 03. A n<w 
After Lemma 5, we note that for p > 0, 
T<K, mo-Z(logW)6+“‘h+1)dW+K2 mw-rY+l--h)(logw)St~dw 
I A 
+K, i m (log 01)~ w-*e-y(o) A 
x Q(u, -1) dw (the term in Q occurs only when h = 0), 
<K, + K, f p” {e(w) -e(m)}‘-’ e-‘(w) e(m) 
m=2 m 
x w-‘(log c# m-‘(log m)’ do 
00 
<Kxm -I-Y(!og nq+by < 03, 
2 
and this completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that y > 0 and c > 0. If C u, E 1 C, y 1 then 
C u,(log n>Y E I C, 71. 
This follows as a special case of known general results (see [2]). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We note that the case /I = 0, q # 0 of the theorem follows from the case 
/3 > 0. For, given 6 < q, we may choose p > 0 so small that 6 < q - a/I and 
then we get CA,(x)(log n)” E IR, e(w), yj, for some /3 > 0. Now, by a 
“Second Theorem of Consistency” for Riesz summability (see [7, 
Theorem 2]), the required result follows. Note also that the result p = 0 = q, 
6 < 0 follows from the case p = 0 = ? = 6, after Lemma 7. Hence it is 
sufficient to consider the cases (i)p > 0 and (ii)p = 0 = q = 6 only. 
However, the case (ii) is already known (see [ 11). 
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Without loss of generality we may take [a] = h < (r < y < h + 1. 
For n> 1 
+ nh 
and for h > 0, 
i n’-’ cos nt -; (r - 1)~ 
r=1 i 
Qh(t)dt, 
T(h + 1 - a)( cos ( nt - + hn j cDh(f) dt 
z 
= 
I t 
1 
cos nt--hx 
0 2 1.i 
; (t - u)~-~ d@&) dt 
=lod9,(~)l^(t-u)“-“cos(nl-~hnj dt 
u 
-1 = 
=qa+ 1) I 0 
QL(4 --$ & 4 du 
= l~,(~N%W))” wh 4 yl)lo” 
(13) 
- I a H(n, wrl) d{4,@WgW))“l~ (14) 
Thus for a > 0 
Therefore, to prove CA,(x)(log n)” E jR, e(w), yj, after Lemma 6 it is 
sufficient to show that 
and 
x nh(log n)‘H(n, 0, tl) E I& e(w), 71; (16) 
Z: nh(log a>” j: H ( n, u, rl) W&WgW))” 1 E IR e(w), ~1. (17) 
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Note that 
=r u”(log(k/u))-” -& g(n, u) du 
t 
1 -t”(log(k/t))-V g(n, t) -IX g(n, v){v*(log(k/v))-“I’ do, (18) t 
and for h < CY < (h + l), 
I z g(n, u){v”(log(k/v))-“}’ dv t 
R 
=i c 
1 
cos 
t 
nu-yhz du 
1 1 
t” (u - v)“-“{v”(log(k/v))~“)’ dv 
+“COS ~n~-thn)dujt~~X~~~~~~~~“~ {a+v(log(k/xu))-‘}dx 
I’ 
1 = 
t/n 
x”-‘(1 -x)h-U dx jt;- uh cos nu -; hz) (log(k/xu))-” ( 
x {a + v(log(i/xu))-l} du. (19) 
Let O<r<h and let 
& {uh(log(k/xu))-“(a + u(log(k/xu))-I)} = uhprq(xu, r), 
where 
q(t, r> = (h(W)) -’ x C(h, rl, v)(log(k/t)) “3 (20) v=o 
C(h, q, V) depending only on the constants h, q and v. Note, however, that in 
the case r = 0, q(t, r) is just the constant ah(h - 1) a.+ (h - r + 1). 
After h successive integrations by parts, 
uh(log(k/xu))-V{a + q(log(k/xu))-‘} cos(nu - +hn) du 
= -Zo”-- L 
h-l It 
’ luh-rq(xu, r) cos(nu - f(h - r - 1)~ 
I u=t/x 
q(xu, h) cos nu du. (21) 
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Therefore, collecting results from (18), (19) and (2 I), 
-n-h xa-‘(1 -x)h-“j;q(xu,h)~~~nududx, (22) 
where the last term on the right-hand side in (22) is zero if q = 0. Since, by 
the second mean value theorem, for any real number p, 
I 
1 
xa-l(l -x)“-“(log(k/xrr))P dx 
0 
= (log(k,‘rr))“~~ (~“)~-‘(l -x)~-~ dx, 0 < E < 1, 
< qh(vn))P, (23) 
(16) is established after Lemmas 3 and 6. 
To prove (17) we need to show that the integral 
s 
m (log ~0)~ o-‘eCY(W) C {e(w) - e(n)}Y-’ e(n) nh(log n)” 
A fl<OJ 
x j; Wnv t, r) d{~,W(lotdW))” I 1 do 
is convergent. As $,(t)(log(k/t))” E BV(0, a), it is enough to show that 
I = $ (log o)4 w-‘eCY(fzO) I 
x nTm {e(o) - e(n)}Y-’ e(n) nh(log n)” H(n, t, r) dw 
is bounded, for 0 < t < z. 
We note that when a = h, an integer, we get 
r(a + 1) H(n, t, 7) = - jfz uh(log(k/u))-” cos(nu - ihn) du. (24) 
Therefore, in this case an expression for H(n, t, q) is similar to (21) with 
x= 1. 
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For h < a < (h + l), from (18), (19) and (21), 
r(a + 1) H(n, t, q) = -t”(log(k/t))-q g(n, t) + Jf;. Y-y1 +-a 
h-rq(Trx, r) cos(n - f(h - r - 1))7c 
- th-‘,Phq(t, r) cos(nr/x - t(h - r - 1)x)) 1 dx 
n 1 
-,,-h 
J i, 
xa-l(l -x)“-“q(xu,h)dx cosnudu. 
t t/u I 
(25) 
Another expression for H(n, t, s) is also obtained as 
T(cf + 1) H(n, t, r) = j; u"(~og(W))-" $ g(n, u) du 
- I t u”(log(k/u))-n $ g(n, 24) du 0 
Since 
= r(a + 1) H(n, 0, q) - t”(log(k/t))-v 
x { gh 9 - d% 42 17 0 < t; < t < II. (26) 
Ig(n,C)l= 1 jtt+l’“+j~+l,“~ (U-I)h-aCOS(.U--thli)aI 
i 
tt 1/n 
< (24 - t)h-a du + [(u - f)h-a n-l sin(nu - fh7r)];+ ,,” 
t 
-(h--o)nl~~~,~(u-f)D-Q-lsin(nu-thn)du( 
= 0(&-h-l), 
from (26) and (27) we obtain that for 0 < l< K 
G {e(w) - e(n)} y-1 e(n) nh(log n)’ H(n, t, q) 
?t<ld 
< C {e(m) - e(n)}y-’ e(n) nh(b3 n>” H(n, 0, q> 
n<CLl 
(27) 
+ Kt”(log(k/t))-” 1 {e(o) - e(n)}Y-’ e(n) n”(log n)” namh-’ 
lZ<C.J 
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< C {e(w) - e(n)} y- ’ e(n) nh(log n)6 H(n, 0, q) 
lI<CO 
+ ZW(log(k/t))-q Z(W, OL - 1). (28) 
Also note that 
& {e(o) - 4n)ly-’ e(n) h(log n>* (n, 4 
= ),:+‘- +J;+,,w; (24 - tya ((0, 24, h) du 
.i 
ft l/w 
IX 
f 
(u - @-a &co, u, h) du + [(u - f)h-a <(w, ~4, h - l>];+f+,,,, 
(29) 
Now, let t = (k/t)(log(k/t))’ -t exp((P - 6)) and 
say. 
Substituting in I, from (28) and making use of the result (16) and Lemma 4 
we get 
I, ,< K, + K, r”(log(k/t)) -’ i,’ (log w)” cd- ’ dw 
+ K3ta(log(k/t))-’ !, (log w)s o-‘eCY(W){Q(w, a - 1) dw} 
= O(1) + ((log(k/t))s+“fi-“) + W(log(k/t))-” c me-‘(log m)” 
rn<T 
I 
m+l 
X {e(o) - e(m))Y-l e(m) epY(m) w-‘(log w)’ do 
m 
= O(1) + Kt”(log(k/t))-n 2 ma-Y-l(log m)s+4y 
In-CT 
= O(l), uniformly in t, 0 < t < 7r. (30) 
For I,, it is more convenient o separate the two cases: (i) 0 < Q < y < 1 
and (ii) a > 1. 
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When 0 < a! < y < 1, h = 0. Substituting from (18) and (29), making use 
of the order estimates in (4) and proceeding as for (28) we obtain 
1 (e(u) -e(n)}‘-’ e(n) (log n)” ff(n, 6 V> 
tl<W 
< t”(log(k/t))-” K,w’-Y(log c0)s+4(y-1) y 
I 
e (u) j’+ vu zP(u - t)-” du 
t 
+ KzQ(u, O)jl+l/w (u - t)-” du + wPy(log w)~+~(~-‘) e’(w) 
t 
x 
( 
7c 
K trYu”+K 3 4 i u-y24 - [)--n--l du tt l/w ) 
+~,o”e(w,-l)+K,e(w,-l)j~~,,w(u-t)-”~ldul 
+f I-$- (u”(log(k/u))-q) / (K,u’-Y(log u)S+5(Y-1)eY(u)U-Yua-’ 
+K,u*-‘Q(u, 0) + K,wPY(log w)s+acy-l) e?(o) u-y’” 
+ K,0PQ(w, -1)) du 
< Klt”-Y(log(k/t))-q w*-y(log CII)~+~(~-~) e’(w) 
+ KZua-lQ(u, 0) + K30aQ@, -l), O<t<n. (31) 
Hence,whenO<a<y<l, 
I, ~~,t”-Y(log(klI))-Ojm Wa-Y-l(logw)S+ayd~ 
5 
+ I m (log uy 
u”-‘e-Y(u){KZuQ(u, -1) + K3Q(~, 0)} dcu 
T 
= O((log(k/t))“+*~-v) +Kf m=-Y-l(lOg m)&+Dy, as for (30) 
151 
= O(l), uniformly in t, 0 < t < 71. (32) 
Similarly, when y > 1, we make use of Eqs. (24) and (21) (if a is an 
integer), or (25) and (29) (‘f 1 a is non-integral), Lemma 6 and the order 
estimates in (5), to obtain 
I, < K, + K, t” - Y(log(k/t)) - q 
m x 
I 
(log (o)4 w-‘e-Y(Co) w*-y(log co)6tD(y-1) e’(w) du 
r 
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+ Klt”h-‘(log(kit))-“lra d+a-h(log W)S+4(h+2) dw
+ K4fa--h-1(log(k/t))-‘l irn o-2+a-h(log w)‘+~(~+‘) dco 
T 
+ ;c; r”-*-yO(log(kll))-nla &-y-‘(log co)“+DYdw 
T 
+ 1:; I’O(log(k/t))-” ja wP2(log Co)S+B(h-r+‘) dw 
T 
+ jtn iK,lq(v,h)l+K,j~~~x”-‘(l -X)““14(wwX( 
K,u-~ * 
I 
a: 
x w-Y(log w) ‘+“ydw + K,u-~ 0 -2(log 0) S+2Ddco du 
T I T 
1 
h-l 
= O((WW)) - 
?7+b+5y+4(a-y)) + c o((log(~/t))-n+S+“‘h-“) 
r=O 
+ 0(z-‘YQ(log T)“+4y) 0(t-‘y-‘)(log(k/t))-Q) 
+ O(T - l (log z) 6+24) 0(t-‘(log(k/t))-7) (cf. W)), 
= O(l), uniformly in t, 0 < t < 71. (33) 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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